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ABSTRACT. In negleting by very small relativisti diret third{body perturbations it is pos-sible to use formally Newtonian equations of the Earth's rotation in DGRSC, dynamially non{rotating geoentri eliptial referene system with Terrestrial time TT as the time argument.To obtain relativisti indiret third{body perturbations in the SMART theory of the Earth'srotation one an use the relativisti formulae expressing the DGRSC position vetors referredto TT in terms of the VSOP BRSC (baryentri eliptial referene system) position vetorsreferred to Baryentri dynamial time TDB. Then the right{hand members beome funtionsof TT alone and one an use the standard SMART iteration tehniques to obtain the relativistiontributions into three Euler angles relating ITRS and DGRSC.1. INTRODUCTIONSMART97 (Bretagnon et al. 1997, 1998, 2003) represents the most aurate semi{analytialtheory of rotation of the rigid Earth onstruted so far. In the reent years Pierre Bretagnon, theprinipal author of this theory, was extending it for the ase of the non{rigid Earth (Bretagnon2002) using the transfer funtion of Mathews et al. (2002). SMART97 is a purely Newtoniantheory. Bretagnon was going also to onvert it into relativisti theory (Bretagnon and Brumberg2003) but his death broke o� this work. The aim of the present paper is to ontinue it.One may �nd in literature relativisti equations of the Earth's equations of di�erent typein dependene on adopted Earth's model (see Brumberg 1998; Klioner and So�el 1998, 1999and referenes therein). Instead of dealing with suh ompliated equations we prefer to startwith by taking into aount in SMART97 the relativisti indiret third{body perturbations asproposed by Bretagnon and Brumberg (2003). In doing so, we neglet by very small diretrelativisti third{body perturbations. It enables us to retain the formally Newtonian di�erentialequations of the Earth's rotation and to get the relativisti extension of SMART97 solutionby applying in the right{hand members of these equations the four{dimensional transformationbetween geoentri and baryentri quantities. It leads to the main relativisti terms in the302



Earth's rotation problem alled by us the relativisti indiret third{body perturbations.All expressions below are given in the post{Newtonian approximation within �2 auray.2. RS HIERARCHY2.1 Baryentri and geoentri referene systemsWe use below the hierarhy of relativisti referene systems (RSs) onstruted in (Brumberg etal. 1996; Brumberg 1997; see also the detailed exposition by Bretagnon and Brumberg 2003)and illustrated by Fig. 1.
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p p p p p p p pFigure 1: Baryentri and Geoentri Referene Systems (RSs)B | baryentri, G | geoentri, C | eliptial, Q | equatorial,D | dynamial, K | kinematial, + | rotating (BBG, 1996);ICRS | International Celestial RS, ITRS | International Terrestrial RS (IERS);BCRS | Baryentri Celestial RS, GCRS | Geoentri Celestial RS (IAU 2000)The four referene systems of the baryentri (B) level referred to the baryentri oordinatetime t =TCB (or to TDB in pratie) are related by means of[BRS+℄ = P (t)[BRSC℄ = P (t)PC [BRS℄ = P (t)PCP TQ [BRSQ℄: (1)[ ℄ means here and below a triplet of the orresponding spatial oordinates.The orresponding referene systems at the geoentri (G) level referred to the geoentrioordinate time u =TCG (or to TT in pratie) are related by means of[GRS+℄ = P̂1 (u)[DGRSC℄ = P̂1 (u)PC [DGRS℄ = P̂1 (u)PCP TQ [DGRSQ℄; (2)[GRS+℄ = P̂0 (u)[KGRSC℄ = P̂0 (u)PC [KGRS℄ = P̂0 (u)PCP TQ [KGRSQ℄: (3)Kinematially (K) or dynamially (D) non{rotating GRSs are distinguished by subsript q, i.e.q = 0 for K versions and q = 1 for D versions. K and D versions of GRSs are related by meansof [KGRS℄ = (E � �2F )[DGRS℄; [KGRSC℄ = (E � �2FC)[DGRSC℄;[KGRSQ℄ = (E � �2FQ)[DGRSQ℄ (4)and P̂1 (u) = P̂0 (u)(E � �2FC): (5)303



Here F stands for the geodeti rotation matrix (its expression vanishing for J2000.0 is given byBretagnon and Brumberg 2003) whereas FC and FQ represents its analogues for the eliptial(C) and equatorial (Q) GRSs, respetively, i.e.FC = PCFP TC ; FQ = PQFP TQ : (6)The onstant rotation matries PC , PQ used in this paper are taken in aordane with DE403,i.e. PC = D1(")D3(�); PQ = D3(�) (7)where " = 23Æ26021:4092800 ; � = �0:0529400: The slightly di�erent values are proposed in (Bre-tagnon 2002; Bretagnon et al. 2003) for future analytial planetary ephemerides. The problemof onsisteny of the existing analytial and numerial planetary and lunar theories as well asof the Earth's rotation theory with the hierarhy of relativisti referene systems is not stillompletely solved.Operations with rotation matries are often replaed by operation with rotation vetors byusing the relationships of the typeF i = 12"ijkF jk ; F ij = "ijkF k ; "ijk = 12(i� j)(j � k)(k � i): (8)P̂1 (u) represents the Earth's rotation matrix relating DGRSC and terrestrial matrix ITRS (des-ignated here also as GRS+). Sine SMART97 is supposed to be onstruted in DGRSC threeEuler angles,  1 , �1 , '1 , of matrix P̂1 (u) may be regarded as dynamial Earth orientation param-eters (EOP). The analogous Euler angles  0 , �0 , '0 , of matrix P̂0 (u) relating KGRSC and ITRSmay be regarded as kinematial EOP. One hasP̂q (u) = D3('q )D1(� �q )D3(� q ) (q = 0; 1); (9)Di being the elementary rotation matries. The dynamial and kinematial Euler angles arerelated by the formulae'1 � '0 = � �2sin � �F 1C sin + F 2C os � ; �1 � �0 = �2 �F 1C os � F 2C sin � ; 1 �  0 = �2 �F 3C � os �sin � �F 1C sin + F 2C os �� (10)(in the post{Newtonian approximation there is no need to distinguish between Newtonian andrelativisti values in the relativisti right{hand members). These relationships have been atuallyused in SMART. In taking into aount only the geodesi preession and nutation in narrowsense, one has F 1C = F 2C = 0 and, hene, '1 = '0 , �1 = �0 .Note that to get the designations of the original papers on SMART (Bretagnon et al. 1997,1998) one should put  = � and � = �!.To omplete the disussion of the RS hierarhy of Fig. 1 let us note that the Earth's rotationmatrix relating GCRS and ITRS is determined in our notation as T = P̂0 (u)PC . The Earth'srotation in BRS may be desribed by the rotation matrix P (t�) = P̂0 (u) where t� is the solutionof the relativisti time equation u = t� � �2A(t�) (11)with the time funtion determined by_A(t) = 12v2E + �UE(t;xE) ; �UE(t;xE) = XA6=E GMArEA (12)304



with initial ondition A(t0) = 0, t0 being the 1977 Origin (see the detailed disussion by Bre-tagnon and Brumberg 2003). However, rotating system BRS+ is not used in pratie.2.2 Relativisti extension of SMART97 by using RS hierarhyIt is assumed that VSOP theories are onstruted in BRSC with TDB as a time argumentwhile SMART97 is onsidered in DGRSC with TT as a time argument. Therefore, in treatingSMART in the relativisti framework the values of masses should be adequately adjusted takinginto aount that (GM)TDB oeÆients in VSOP and (GM)TT oeÆients in SMART are relatedby (GM)TT = (1 + LC)(GM)TDB (13)with the value of LC = 1:480826855667�10�8 obtained with the VSOP solution (Bretagnon andBrumberg 2003). But this mass{adjustment is not made in the present work aimed to evaluatethe inuene of the relativisti indiret third{body perturbations. Indeed, the main perturbationfators in the right{hand members of the DGRSC equations of the Earth's rotation, are dueto the ation of the Sun (S) and the Moon (L). Initially, these right{hand members ontaingeoentri position vetors wA for A = S; L. As proposed in (Bretagnon and Brumberg 2003)these geoentri vetors are to be expressed by virtue of BRSC$DGRSC transformation interms of BRSC quantities as follows:wiA(u) = ziA(u)� ziE(u) + �2��i(t�; ~rAE) + vErAEviAE�; (14)with xE, vE, xA, vA denoting BRSC oordinates and veloities of the Earth and the disturbingbody, respetively, rAE = xA � xE , vAE = ~vA � vE and�i(t; rAE) = 12vErAEviE � q"ijkF jrkAE + �UE(t;xE)riAE + aErAEriAE � 12r2AEaiE ; (15)aE being BRSC aeleration of the Earth. The moment t� means hereTDB� = TT+ �2Ap (16)if time funtion A(t) is represented in TDB asA(t) = 2LCt+Ap(t): (17)The funtion ziE representing the BRSC position of the Earth in terms of TCG or TT is givenin our ase by (1� LC)ziE(TT) = xiE(TDB�) = xiE(TT) + �2ApviE + : : : : (18)The funtion ziA is determined by the same formula by replaingE forA. The power{trigonometritime series for all funtions ourring here are tabulated in (Bretagnon and Brumberg 2003).Funtions xiE(TT), xiA(TT) represent just VSOP series of the argument TDB taken for themoment TT. Therefore, they are expressed in terms of 11 fundamental arguments (mean longi-tudes of eight major planets and Delaunay arguments D, F , l of the lunar theory) representingnow linear funtions of TT. One more fundamental argument � (the linear part of the expressionfor the Euler angle ') is spei� for SMART solution. In suh a way, the right{hand members ofthe DGRSC equation of the Earth's rotation beome funtions of TT and may be solved by iter-ations just in Newtonian ase (Bretagnon et al. 1997, 1998). In result we get the solution takinginto aount relativisti indiret third{body perturbations. Based on the dynamial solution for 1 , �1 , '1 one �nds by means of (10) the kinematial solution  0 , �0 , '0 and then the astrometriEarth's rotation matrix T = P̂0 (u)PC inluding now the main relativisti orretions.3. RIGHT{HAND MEMBERSComputation of the right{hand members of the Earth's rotation equations in the SMART theory(Bretagnon et al. 1997, 1998) is based on the VSOP series for x(C)A(TDB) where (C) indiates305



the eliptial system BRSC and A stands for the body A (A = E for the Earth, A = S forthe Sun, A = L for the Moon, et.). In the original SMART theory referred to TDB thegeoentri oordinates of the Sun and the Moon in DGRSC are treated just as the di�erenes ofthe orresponding BRSC oordinates x(C)S � x(C)E and x(C)L � x(C)E referred to TDB. In thepresent work the equations of the Earth's rotation are referred to TT with using w(C)A(TT) forthe geoentri oordinates of the Sun (A = S) and the Moon (A = L). Considering the smallnessof the planetary perturbations in the Earth's rotation problem all disturbing planets may betreated just as in the Newtonian ase, i.e. by putting w(C)A(TT) � x(C)A(TDB)�x(C)A(TDB)and TT�TDB.Starting from the VSOP values x(C)A(TDB) for A = E; S; L and the ICRS oordinatesof the Earth zE(TT) resulted from the data of (Bretagnon and Brumberg 2003) we omputesuessively the series for the solar BRSC oordinates z(C)S(TT), for the lunar BRSC oordi-nates x(C)L(TDB)�x(C)E(TDB) and z(C)L(TT)� z(C)E(TT), and �nally for the solar DGRSCgeoentri oordinates w(C)S(TT) and for the lunar DGRSC geoentri oordinates w(C)L(TT).All series are presented in the ompat form adopted presently in VSOP, i.e.xiA(t) =X� t� "Xk X�ik os( �k + ��k t)# (19)The time argument t is in fat either TDB or TT. The fundamental trigonometri arguments ofthe semi{analytial SMART series are given in Appendix A.4. FINAL EXPANSIONSHaving got the relativisti oordinatesw(C)A(TT) (A = S; L) we perform iterations as desribedin (Bretagnon et al. 1997, 1998) to obtain the solution with taking into aount the main rel-ativisti indiret third{body perturbations. This solution is ompared with the NewtonianSMART solution based on the Newtonian luni{solar oordinates x(C)A(TDB) � x(C)E(TDB)(A = S; L). Sine in the Newtonian theory there is no di�erene between TT and TDB wemay just ompare the oeÆients of the series (19) for both solutions. The di�erenes betweenthe dynamial Euler angles  1 , �1 , '1 (relating ITRS and DGRSC) in the Newtonian (N) andrelativisti solutions demonstrate the inuene of the indiret relativisti third{body perturba-tions. The dynamial Euler angles for both (Newtonian and relativisti) versions are onvertedby means of (10) into the kinematial Euler angles  0 , �0 , '0 (relating ITRS and KGRSC) alsofor the Newtonian (N) and relativisti solutions. The di�erenes between the dynamial andkinematial Euler angles for the relativisti solution (evidently, within the post{Newtonian ap-proximation the similar di�erenes for the Newtonian version are pratially the same) exposedin Appendix B (Tables (1){(3)) improve the orresponding values given in (Bretagnon et al.1997). The di�erenes between the kinematial Euler angles in the Newtonian and relativistisolutions (Tables (4){(6) of Appendix B) di�er only slightly from the orresponding di�erenesbetween the dynamial angles (this disrepany reveals only in terms of the third and higherpower of time). For the sake of ompleteness, we reprodue also the series for the geodesirotation vetor FC (Tables (7){(9) of Appendix B).Let us note one again that the Newtonian and relativisti SMART solutions are distin-guished just with respet to the employed luni{solar oordinates as stated above. When on-verting from DGRSC to KGRSC both these solutions are transformed pratially in the samemanner as presribed by the geodesi rotation (10). Newtonian solutions in DGRSC and KGRSCare di�er by relativisti terms aused by the mutual rotation of referene systems not a�etingthe Newtonian nature of the solution itself. 306



The �nal expansions show that the di�erenes in the Euler angles for the Newtonian andrelativisti solutions are of the order of 35 �as over 20 yrs (f. the preision of SMART97 of2 �as) and 150 �as over 100 yrs (f. the preision of SMART97 of 12 �as). Therefore, therelativisti indiret third{body perturbations found here are within the auray of SMART97theory and may be used to improve this theory.5. OPEN QUESTIONSBefore onluding this paper we would like to mention some points of possible onfusion due tothe lak of rigorous astronomial de�nitions.1. The main astronomial referene systems ICRS and GCRS being now well de�ned(IAU 2001) it is neessary that the orientation of the referene systems underlying the ex-isting ephemerides suh as DE, LE, EPM, VSOP, ELP, SMART, et., be rigorously related withthese fundamental RSs. The onstant rotation matries PC , PQ relating ICRS with BRSC andBRSQ, respetively, just illustrate the adjustment of the VSOP RS (BRSC) to ICRS.2. The geodesi rotation vetor F is given by its �rst order derivative (see, e.g., Bretagnonand Brumberg 2003) but no one IAU resolution spei�es the arbitrary onstant involved inintegrating this equation. In our work we imply the ondition F = 0 for J2000.0 as suggestedin (Bretagnon and Brumberg 2003).3. In spite of the IAU de�nition of the epoh J2000.0 with respet to TT the existingplanetery and lunar theories often make use of the epoh J2000.0 with respet to TDB.4. The use of AS (astronomial system of units) in BRS and GRS needs to be spei�ed aswell. In using `pratial' time sales TDB (or else Teph) and TT instead of `theoretial' timesales TCB and TCG one has to deal with the saling fators (1 � LB) and (1 � LG) for theoordinates x; w and mass{oeÆients GM; GM̂ in BRS and GRS, respetively (Brumberg etal. 1998). LG is now �xed by the IAU Resolution B1 (2000) as a de�ning onstant. By ontrast,LB and LC related by means of 1 � LB = (1 � LC)(1 � LG) depend on spei� planetarytheories. Within the urrently employed approximation M = M̂ one has (13). The AS unit oftime d = 1day = 86400s is de�ned diretly by its relationship to the SI unit of time. The ASunit of mass is de�ned as the mass of the Sun MS . The AS unit of length AU is de�ned by theondition k = pG = 0:01720209895 provided that the units of measurement are d, MS and AU .This de�nion involves the relationship with the SI unit of lengthAU = �GMSd2k2 �1=3 : (20)in form 1AU = � m. The de�ning relation (20) results from the Kepler's third law in standarddesignations n2a3 = GMS . To distinguish between TDB and TCB values let us mark TDBvalues by the asterisk *. One has (in SI units)a� = (1� LB)a ; v� = v ; (GMS)� = (1� LB)(GMS); n� = (1� LB)�1n (21)with the third Kepler's law n�2a�3 = (GMS)�. In astronomial units there resultsn2a3 = GMS �3 ; n�2a�3 = (GMS)� ��3 (22)where 1(AU)TDB = �� m. Hene,���� �3 = �n�n �2�a�a �3 MSM�S : (23)307



Therefore, the standard AS values d = 1 day, MS = 1, AU = 1 orrespond to BRS with TCB.When using BRS with TDB there results d� = (1�LB)d = (1�LB) day and one has to hoosebetween two urrently used options.First option:M�S = (1� LB)MS = (1� LB) ; AU� = (1� LB)AU = (1� LB) ; �� = � (24)(the unit of mass = (1�LB) solar mass of AS TCB, the unit of length = (1�LB) astronomialunits of length of AS TCB, all formulae (21) are valid both in SI and AS units, the samenumerial value of the AS unit of length in m both for TDB and TCB).Seond option (based on E.M.Standish omments at the GA IAU 2003):M�S =MS = 1 ; AU� = AU = 1 ; �� = (1� LB)1=3 � (25)resulting to a��� = (1� LB)2=3 a� ; v��� = (1� LB)�1=3 v� (26)or just a� = (1� LB)2=3 a [AU℄; v� = (1� LB)�1=3 v [AU=day℄ (27)(the unit of mass = 1 solar mass of AS TCB, the unit of length = 1 astronomial units of lengthof AS TCB, formulae (21) are valid only in SI units to be replaed by (27) in AS units, the samenumerial value of the helioentri onstant GMS in SI units both for TDB and TCB).6. CONCLUSIONThe relativisti indiret third{body perturbations onsidered in this paper ontribute within35�as auray in the Euler angles determining the Earth orientation parameters (relating ITRSwith DGRSC or KGRSC). Therefore, they are indeed of pratial importane for the SMARTsolution. Using the formalism of (Bretagnon and Brumberg 2003) it is possible to ompute therotation vetor A of GCRS!ITRS transformation for the Newtonian and relativisti SMARTsolutions and to �nd expliitly the relativisti ontributions in the omponents of this vetor.Denoting the triplet of the ITRS spatial oordinates by y we may represent the GCRS!ITRSin form y = T w0 (28)T = P̂0 (u)PC : (29)or T = D3('0 )D1(� �0)D3(� 0 )D1(")D3(�) : (30)Introduing the rotation vetor A one may use the rotation formulaT = R(A); R(A)x = x� sina(Â� x) + (1� os a)[Â� (Â� x)℄ (31)where a = jAj is the rotation angle, Â = A=a is the unit vetor along the rotation axis, x is anarbitrary oordinate vetor. Vetor A is given in (Bretagnon and Brumberg 2003) in three formsorresponding to `dynamial' representation with three Euler angles, `lassial kinematial' rep-resentation (preession/nutation, diurnal rotation and polar motion) and modern `kinematial'representation involving the non{rotating origin. The �rst representation in terms of  0 , �0 , '0is most losely related with the SMART solution. Evaluating the variation ÆA between therelativisti and Newtonian values of A one may �nd the inuene of the relativisti terms on308
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The mean longitudes of eight major planets �i(t) are referred to ICRS (to the referene systemof of DE403 in pratie). Therefore, their onstant parts are those given in (Bretagnon et al.1998). Their frequenies are also issued from (Bretagnon et al. 1998) but without taking intoaount the preession. The Delaunay arguments D(t), F (t), l(t) of the lunar theory are takenfrom (Bretagnon et al. 1998). Originally, these arguments are funtions of t =TDB but in a-ordane with (18) they are used here just as the linear funtions of u =TT. The last argument,�(u), representing the linear part of the Euler angle ' of the Earth's rotation is taken from(Bretagnon et al. 1998) as well. All values here and below are given using the astronomial unitas the unit of length (1 AU=149597870.691 km as in DE403) and 1000 Julian years (365250Julian days) as the unit of time (tjy).B. Final expansionsThis Appendix ontains the initial terms of the �nal series desribed in Setion 4. All seriesare presented in form of (19). The data in the 6{olumn Tables 1{9 read: ordinal number of theterm, omponents of the trigonometri argument (mean longitudes of eight major planets fromMerury to Neptune, arguments D; F; l of the lunar theory and the Earth's rotation angle �)given to show the physial meaning of the term, oeÆient X, the phase angle  of the argument,the frequeny � of the argument and exposant � of power of t. The time argument t is eitherTDB or TT as indiated expliitly. The negative omponents of the trigonometri argumentsare underlined. The oeÆients of the series in Tables 1{6 are given in radians. The oeÆientsof the series in Tables 7-9 for FC are given in arseonds to failitate their omparison with ourprevious results and the results of other authors. The oeÆient of the term No. 11 in Table 9orresponds to geodesi preession. The trunation level is 0.1E-11 over 1000 yrs in Tables 1{3,0.5E-11 over 100 yrs or 0.1E-9 over 1000 yrs in Tables 4{6, and 0.1E-7 arseond over 1000 yrsin Tables 7{9. Table 1. Di�erenes  1 �  0 (TT) (GRSC)1 001000000000 :742300349 � 09 :466926087 + 01 :628307585 + 04 02 000000000000 :397739929 � 10 :000000000 + 00 :000000000 + 00 03 001000001100 :145708061 � 10 :252987892 + 01 :337814272 + 03 04 002000000000 :930524508 � 11 :462564700 + 01 :125661517 + 05 05 000025000000 :203878362 � 11 :709948865 + 00 :711354700 + 01 06 000000000000 :930785387 � 04 :000000000 + 00 :000000000 + 00 17 001000000000 :474945452 � 10 :260332598 + 01 :628307585 + 04 18 001000001100 :355965693 � 11 :960586737 + 00 :337814272 + 03 19 002000000000 :116661765 � 11 :259734787 + 01 :125661517 + 05 110 000000000000 :244280065 � 06 :314159265 + 01 :000000000 + 00 211 001000001100 :299152471 � 10 :417657693 + 01 :337814272 + 03 212 001000000000 :203316536 � 11 :956674751 + 00 :628307585 + 04 213 002000000000 :172295028 � 11 :340748453 + 01 :125661517 + 05 214 000000000000 :365594907 � 08 :314159265 + 01 :000000000 + 00 315 001000001100 :117386023 � 10 :261099272 + 01 :337814272 + 03 316 002000000000 :121017860 � 11 :500979962 + 01 :125661517 + 05 317 000000000000 :579411556 � 08 :000000000 + 00 :000000000 + 00 418 001000001100 :269183168 � 11 :106628445 + 01 :337814272 + 03 419 000000000000 :388062532 � 10 :314159265 + 01 :000000000 + 00 520 000000000000 :247036977 � 10 :314159265 + 01 :000000000 + 00 6
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Table 2. Di�erenes �1 � �0 (TT) (GRSC)1 001000001100 :631723382 � 11 :410068897 + 01 :337814272 + 03 02 000000000000 :322968763 � 11 :000000000 + 00 :000000000 + 00 03 000025000000 :957304138 � 12 :524343393 + 01 :711354700 + 01 04 000000000000 :473867892 � 10 :000000000 + 00 :000000000 + 00 15 001000001100 :154310985 � 11 :252997314 + 01 :337814272 + 03 16 000000000000 :947355383 � 08 :000000000 + 00 :000000000 + 00 27 001000001100 :883496788 � 11 :569290077 + 01 :337814272 + 03 28 000000000000 :228920555 � 07 :314159265 + 01 :000000000 + 00 39 001000001100 :216768803 � 11 :418750886 + 01 :337814272 + 03 310 000000000000 :653596505 � 10 :314159265 + 01 :000000000 + 00 411 000000000000 :184605964 � 09 :000000000 + 00 :000000000 + 00 512 000000000000 :179171613 � 11 :314159265 + 01 :000000000 + 00 6Table 3. Di�erenes '0 � '1 (TT) (GRSC)1 001000001100 :158810048 � 10 :567147813 + 01 :337814272 + 03 02 000000000000 :103746803 � 10 :314159265 + 01 :000000000 + 00 03 000025000000 :213211607 � 11 :376137398 + 01 :711354700 + 01 04 000000000000 :191527491 � 10 :000000000 + 00 :000000000 + 00 15 001000000000 :423492232 � 11 :466929724 + 01 :628307585 + 04 16 001000001100 :387872333 � 11 :409816916 + 01 :337814272 + 03 17 000000000000 :265537808 � 06 :000000000 + 00 :000000000 + 00 28 001000001100 :274735254 � 10 :104917664 + 01 :337814272 + 03 29 002000000000 :164479145 � 11 :278147098 + 00 :125661517 + 05 210 000000000000 :388849875 � 08 :000000000 + 00 :000000000 + 00 311 001000001100 :115340467 � 10 :575444761 + 01 :337814272 + 03 312 002000000000 :116412840 � 11 :185998408 + 01 :125661517 + 05 313 000000000000 :631104235 � 08 :314159265 + 01 :000000000 + 00 414 001000001100 :265593077 � 11 :420628407 + 01 :337814272 + 03 415 000000000000 :380544861 � 10 :000000000 + 00 :000000000 + 00 516 000000000000 :267916561 � 10 :000000000 + 00 :000000000 + 00 6Table 4. Di�erenes  0 N �  0 (TT) (KGRSC)1 00 1 000001100 :231266586 � 10 :252922703 + 01 :337814272 + 03 02 00101903000000 :759550646 � 11 :284970036 + 01 :980309527 + 00 03 00 1 000001100 :780322332 � 08 :959162770 + 00 :337814272 + 03 14 00 2 000000000 :115291472 � 08 :365346519 + 00 :125661517 + 05 15 00 2 000002000 :199920367 � 09 :447910095 + 01 :167993695 + 06 16 00 2 000002200 :188795275 � 09 :191827564 + 01 :675628545 + 03 17 00 1 000001100 :190446025 � 08 :568655793 + 01 :337814272 + 03 28 00 2 000000000 :562966495 � 09 :194262028 + 01 :125661517 + 05 29 00 0 000000000 :117110967 � 09 :000000000 + 00 :000000000 + 00 210 00 0 000000000 :382641250 � 09 :314159265 + 01 :000000000 + 00 311 00 1 000001100 :234166521 � 09 :420126686 + 01 :337814272 + 03 312 00 2 000000000 :137527571 � 09 :352339649 + 01 :125661517 + 05 313 00 0 000000000 :250403635 � 08 :000000000 + 00 :000000000 + 00 4
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Table 5. Di�erenes �0N � �0 (TT) (KGRSC)1 001000001100 :123517565 � 10 :410001583 + 01 :337814272 + 03 02 001000001100 :416734462 � 08 :252995484 + 01 :337814272 + 03 13 002000000000 :499381069 � 09 :507773508 + 01 :125661517 + 05 14 001000001100 :101645481 � 08 :965285401 + 00 :337814272 + 03 25 000000000000 :323583375 � 09 :314159265 + 01 :000000000 + 00 26 002000000000 :243819609 � 09 :373329495 + 00 :125661517 + 05 27 000000000000 :859605900 � 08 :314159265 + 01 :000000000 + 00 38 001000001100 :124723404 � 09 :577801150 + 01 :337814272 + 03 3Table 6. Di�erenes '0 � '0N (TT) (KGRSC)1 00 1 000001100 :212112060 � 10 :567081957 + 01 :337814272 + 03 02 00101903000000 :265955171 � 11 :625381360 + 00 :980309527 + 00 03 00 1 000001100 :715812097 � 08 :410075543 + 01 :337814272 + 03 14 00 2 000000000 :105778263 � 08 :350693917 + 01 :125661517 + 05 15 00 2 000002000 :183423115 � 09 :133750830 + 01 :167993695 + 06 16 00 2 000002200 :173274092 � 09 :505986832 + 01 :675628545 + 03 17 00 1 000001100 :174700634 � 08 :254497058 + 01 :337814272 + 03 28 00 2 000000000 :516512839 � 09 :508421183 + 01 :125661517 + 05 29 00 0 000000000 :107461963 � 09 :314159265 + 01 :000000000 + 00 210 00 0 000000000 :340588092 � 09 :000000000 + 00 :000000000 + 00 311 00 1 000001100 :214853535 � 09 :105831374 + 01 :337814272 + 03 312 00 2 000000000 :126190931 � 09 :381968078 + 00 :125661517 + 05 313 00 0 000000000 :250626807 � 08 :314159265 + 01 :000000000 + 00 4Table 7. �2F 1C(TT) (GRSC) (oeÆients in arseonds)1 00 1000001100 :130302301 � 05 :410074370 + 01 :337814272 + 03 02 00 0000000000 :666116309 � 06 :000000000 + 00 :000000000 + 00 03 00 0025000000 :197458153 � 06 :524343393 + 01 :711354700 + 01 04 0813000000000 :335755401 � 07 :214693239 + 01 :262983048 + 02 05 03 5000000000 :274317722 � 07 :418857071 + 01 :775522617 + 03 06 00 1000000100 :213556899 � 07 :338135431 + 01 :906177374 + 05 07 00 1000000100 :155700142 � 07 :615764243 + 01 :780515857 + 05 08 00 0020000000 :113693032 � 07 :572693663 + 01 :105938193 + 04 09 00 0000000000 :956621901 � 05 :000000000 + 00 :000000000 + 00 110 00 1000000000 :311750820 � 07 :466912341 + 01 :628307585 + 04 111 00 0000000000 :195442531 � 02 :000000000 + 00 :000000000 + 00 212 00 1000000000 :137268118 � 07 :454103182 + 01 :628307585 + 04 213 00 0000000000 :601796456 � 03 :000000000 + 00 :000000000 + 00 314 10 0000000000 :520765790 � 05 :314159265 + 01 :000000000 + 00 415 10 0000000000 :192780654 � 06 :314159265 + 01 :000000000 + 00 5
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Table 8. �2F 2C(TT) (GRSC) (oeÆients in arseonds)1 00 1000001100 :130305083 � 05 :567154555 + 01 :337814272 + 03 02 00 0000000000 :851215459 � 06 :314159265 + 01 :000000000 + 00 03 00 0025000000 :174934562 � 06 :376137398 + 01 :711354700 + 01 04 0813000000000 :326128037 � 07 :373005969 + 01 :262983048 + 02 05 03 5000000000 :267920049 � 07 :260932664 + 01 :775522617 + 03 06 00 1000000100 :213538259 � 07 :181060019 + 01 :906177374 + 05 07 00 1000000100 :155685742 � 07 :144520895 + 01 :780515857 + 05 08 00 0020000000 :114422842 � 07 :415710213 + 01 :105938193 + 04 09 00 0000000000 :140865733 � 05 :000000000 + 00 :000000000 + 00 110 00 1000000000 :347458181 � 06 :466925775 + 01 :628307585 + 04 111 00 0025000000 :129546311 � 07 :461641251 + 01 :711354700 + 01 112 00 0000000000 :217843218 � 01 :000000000 + 00 :000000000 + 00 213 00 1000000000 :232329482 � 07 :252863427 + 01 :628307585 + 04 214 00 0000000000 :158568418 � 03 :314159265 + 01 :000000000 + 00 315 10 0000000000 :121552283 � 04 :314159265 + 01 :000000000 + 00 416 10 0000000000 :105689498 � 06 :000000000 + 00 :000000000 + 00 5Table 9. �2F 3C(TT) (GRSC) (oeÆients in arseonds)1 001000000000 :153110555 � 03 :466926126 + 01 :628307585 + 04 02 000000000000 :624062608 � 05 :000000000 + 00 :000000000 + 00 03 002000000000 :191850004 � 05 :462609811 + 01 :125661517 + 05 04 000000001000 :371707163 � 06 :486077422 + 00 :777137714 + 05 05 004830000000 :174492597 � 06 :283203731 + 01 :352311373 + 01 06 001010000000 :207986602 � 06 :585127088 + 01 :575338489 + 04 07 022000000000 :127215510 � 06 :441820021 + 01 :786041939 + 04 08 011000000000 :912767135 � 07 :613529387 + 01 :393020970 + 04 09 001001000000 :788781114 � 07 :559096259 + 01 :606977676 + 04 010 001200000000 :531395177 � 07 :358258491 + 01 :398149002 + 03 011 000000000000 :191988304 + 02 :000000000 + 00 :000000000 + 00 112 001000000000 :944199242 � 05 :267808013 + 01 :628307585 + 04 113 002000000000 :236615606 � 06 :263508345 + 01 :125661517 + 05 114 004830000000 :222412262 � 07 :153676866 + 01 :352311373 + 01 115 000025000000 :113644375 � 07 :884980375 � 01 :711354700 + 01 116 000000000000 :134870204 � 03 :314159265 + 01 :000000000 + 00 217 001000000000 :399915448 � 06 :107231782 + 01 :628307585 + 04 218 002000000000 :170005184 � 07 :867218932 + 00 :125661517 + 05 219 000000000000 :181895781 � 04 :314159265 + 01 :000000000 + 00 320 001000000000 :132810927 � 07 :584295983 + 01 :628307585 + 04 321 100000000000 :252135692 � 06 :000000000 + 00 :000000000 + 00 4
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